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Learning Objectives...
Today I will gain a deeper understanding of Restorative Practices, including 
the:
• Foundational parts
• Mindset
• Common Language (proactive/reactive)
• Continuum of Strategies (proactive/reactive)

So that I can enhance my school community with social emotional learning 
opportunities...

I will know I have it when I am confident implementing Restorative Practices 
into the fabric of what we are already doing



Shared 
Norms



Community Circle-Check-In
Round 1: Please share 
your name and your 

weather word
(sequential circle)

Round 2:Take a 
moment to read the 
next slide and reflect. 
Which one resonates 

with you and why? 





Systems of Support: WHAT MAKES 
RESTORATIVE PRACTICES REALLY WORK?





CASEL & OPI SEL Competencies

https://opi.mt.gov/Portals/182/Page%20Files/School%20Mental%20Health/MT_SEL_Competencies_0721.pdf?ver=2021-07-21-150555-897


Highlight Video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QjVI-1XDX_Y


FUNDAMENTAL HYPOTHESIS
The fundamental hypothesis of restorative practices 

is that human beings are happier,
more cooperative and productive, 

and more likely to make positive change 
in their behavior, 

when those in authority positions do things with them
 rather than to them or for them.

Page 51 in the Restorative Practices handbook



Social 
Discipline 
Window



Practitioner Style Exercise

Looking at your assigned quadrant (To, For, Not or With), answer
the following questions:

What is the intent of this authority figure (what do they want from
others?)

What might they exhibit in terms of behavior, tone, body
language?

What might they get back in return from others?











CONTROL VS. INFLUENCE
• Control: A myth. We cannot control others. We can 
only control ourselves.

• Influence: A  reality. The environment we establish, 
the relationships we forge, the focus we encourage 
and the kindness we share can influence the beliefs, 
attitudes, behaviors and outcomes in our classrooms.



To develop community and manage conflict and tension 
by repairing harm and restoring relationships.

THE AIM



AFFECTIVE STATEMENTS
Brief comments about how others were impacted by the person’s 
positive or negative behaviors.

Affective language, often in the form of “I” statements strengthens 
relationships and aims to get sustainable results by aligning the 

words we use with our tone and body language for the 
development of ourselves and others.

Only 7% of what we communicate is with our words.
40% comes through tone.

53% comes through body language.



AFFECTIVE 
STATEMENTS…

Provide feedback

Set boundaries

Teach self-awareness and 
empathy



THE NINE AFFECTS





AFFECTIVE STATEMENT ACTIVITY
• Sit down and be quiet!
• Get out of my room – you are nothing but a problem.
• Great job on your test.
• Think before you speak.
• Pick up your head.
• Think before you speak.
• I’m going to call the cops.
• You need to start getting along with others.
• You played nice today.



To develop community and manage conflict and tension 
by repairing harm and restoring relationships.

THE AIM



PROACTIVE (Talking) CIRCLES
“As a symbol of community, circles 
are one of the most distinctive and 

flexible forms of restorative 
practices…” (23)

• Getting to know one another
• Check in/check-out
• Catalyze creativity
• Literature Circle
• New content/review content
• Goal setting
• Academic or social check-up
• Anticipation
• Reflection

pg 33-36 Chicago Public Schools, Restorative 
Guide and Toolkit

https://blog.cps.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/CPS_RP_Booklet.pdf
https://blog.cps.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/CPS_RP_Booklet.pdf




EX: Integrating Academic Standards & 
SEL Instruction

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.WHST.6-8.5
With some guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen writing 
as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, focusing 
on how well purpose and audience have been addressed.

Sample Lesson: Sharing Student Writing In a Read-Aloud Circle

Resource: Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) Standards and Benchmarks for the 
Anchorage School District

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/WHST/6-8/5/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B3bI2gUY0zhCU1FsbFAzc2FTNk1kY1cwSWEtMnlIS1E1T3ln/view?usp=sharing
http://smhp.psych.ucla.edu/pdfdocs/sel%20standards%20and%20benchmarks%20_anchorage%20school%20dist_.pdf
http://smhp.psych.ucla.edu/pdfdocs/sel%20standards%20and%20benchmarks%20_anchorage%20school%20dist_.pdf










Partner Up!



Community Circle: Check-Out
In a few words, share either: your “a-ha!” learning moment 
from today OR one action you will take (start or stop) to be 
more restorative 
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